Activities for the Classroom

My Worm Biography!  Name: ____________________________

Create your own worm biography by completing the sentences below.

My worm’s name is ______________________________________

My worm is ______ inches long. ____________________________

My worm feels like ______________________________________

My worm moves around by ________________________________

My worm likes to ________________________________________

My worm likes to eat _____________________________________

I do not feed my worm ___________________________________

My worm helps the soil by _________________________________

My worm likes to live in __________________________________

If my worm could talk, it would say _________________________

If my worm were a superhero, it would ______________________

If my worm had a superhero buddy, its name would be ______

And it would __________________________________________
The Worm

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate type of word to create a silly story!

It was feeding time at the worm bin, and not a(n) __________ too soon.

________ the worm was getting awfully __________. “I wonder what kind

of __________ I will be __________ today, “ __________ the worm

thought. “It better be __________. Yesterday, all I got to __________ was

a __________, and that was really __________. “The lid to the bin opened,

and __________ saw that familiar __________. It was the same __________

that came every feeding day. __________ the worm waited with __________.

“ __________!” __________ the worm shouted. “It’s a __________!

This will keep me very __________ until next feeding time.” With that, __________

the worm went to bed with a very __________ tummy.